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Inquiry into the Government’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic

YOUR SUBMISSION
Submission:
Inquiry into the Victorian Government’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Being new to making this sort of submission i beg you indulgence. I wish you to seriously consider , no so
much the legality of all of the Covid response of the Andrews Government but more the the abuse of the
spirit of such laws that I feel he has summarily abused. These being the State of Emergency and State of
Disaster powers and directives. It is clear the State of Emergency powers are conferred to afford
Government the mechanism to manage an emergency yet Premier Andrews has misdirected this to virtually
tear up our constitution, rights and the law. He has brought in new fines, threatened the public consistently
with Police action often using combative war footing type language and intent such as "ring of steal". He has
treated the public with disdain and arrogantly denies all criticism whilst blatantly lying and deceiving at
every turn. He contradicts his own video statements and denies all due process. He bases his decisions
supposedly on the best medical advice yet ignores the advice of his own modellers who provided data
modelling and advise on its proper use and advice and please of the boarder Medical community. Hed
utilizes the PCR "Test" for Codvid data positive findings yet this is not a test at all but a Tool designed by
the the inventor to artificially magnify RNA viral fragments to both see and then potentially map to a
particular disease outcome NOT to define who has Covid or not or who is or could be infections.c
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
I ask you to moire thoroughly delve into the deceit of this Premier and Government unlike the Coates
Inquiry is /can likely do, being arranged only by Premier Andrews.
I believe the public has demonstrated utmost compliance and restraint but this has gone on long enough. We
cannot be made to continually pay for the continuing mistakes and mismanagement of Government. The
powers were written to enable time to asses and respond to Emergencies NOT to under wright long term,
never ending controls. In addition the Premier continues to swamp us with further restrictions and rights
such as the Omnibus Bill. This is clearly not about managing a virus pandemic which is now being shown to
be of average danger by the W.H.O but a purely political operation. The Financial, mental and emotional
damage now far exceeds any damage possible by the Virus. Please prevent him from doing further damage
or extending this response indefinitely.
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